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Terry Barker on structural macroeconomics,
climate change mitigation, the relevance of
empirical evidence and the need for a revised
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An interview with introduction by Şerban Scrieciu
Terry Barker is a leading British economist in macroeconomics and policies mitigating man-made greenhouse gas emissions. For over 45 years, he
has been involved in research at Cambridge related to economic theory
in areas such as trade theory and space and time economics; structural
macroeconomics; and the macroeconometric modelling of energy–environment–economy interactions. He is a leading advocate of new thinking
on economic behaviour, ecological properties, and social and technical
responses. Most of his research in the last two decades has focused on
economics applied to climate change mitigation issues. His work has made
important contributions, particularly by empirically demonstrating that
stringent climate change mitigation policies may bring, in fact, long-term
economic benefits for those pursuing them. During the conference on new
economics as ‘mainstream’ economics that he initiated and organised on 28–29
January 2010 in Cambridge, UK, I had the opportunity to discuss with him
at length his work and views on past, current and future developments
in the economics discipline. This interview takes the reader through the
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intellectual history, and the theoretical and applied research work of an
ambitious and determined man, who has been struggling constantly over
the past few decades to encourage new ideas and push forward fresh economic thinking for the benefit of societal progress.

Background
Scrieciu: What made you decide to take up economics?
Barker: When I started as an undergraduate at Edinburgh University
in 1959, I was greatly enthused by lectures in economics and policy by
Alan Peacock, then Professor of Economics. I attended the university as a
one-year gap student as a comWhen I started as an ponent of my course to become
undergraduate at Edinburgh a Chartered Accountant in
University in 1959, I was greatly Scotland, but I was so stimenthused by lectures in economics ulated by economics, the
and policy by Alan Peacock, then challenge of understanding
Professor of Economics. the behaviour of economies,
and the responses to tax and
expenditure changes, that I applied to take the full four-year university
course. I wanted to understand the effects of economic policies on the
macroeconomy, rather than work on the tax problems of businesses. I did
not go back to accountancy as a business profession, but used my accountancy skills in national accounting and the Social Accounting Matrix work
of Richard Stone.
Scrieciu: How was it to work under the guidance of Sir Richard Stone?1
Tell us a bit about the man, a Nobel-Prize laureate in Economics.
Barker: Richard Stone was very hands-off, very much an English gentleman of the old school. He hated the acrimonious debates that took
place between neoclassical economists and Keynesians in the Cambridge
Faculty of Economics. He wouldn’t take part in them at all. He was very
encouraging of new ideas, helping to develop aspects of creative work.
He wasn’t rigorous in saying we shouldn’t do this or do that; he was much
1 Janus Catalogues (2003): The Papers of John Richard Nicholas Stone, reference GBR/0272/PP/JRNS, covering
dates 1936-1998, repository: King’s College Archive Centre, Cambridge
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